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Issue I

BOOK NOTES

cleansing process. She also discusses the Boston Harbor Clean-up
project, her education in that process, and her subsequent compulsion
to write this book.
This book provides a "natural history" of water that is interesting to
read and invaluable to anyone-a city planner, lawyer, or concerned
citizen-who works with water or is interested in the state of our water
supply. Outwater suggests that "[a]fter a hundred years of taking away
from our waterways" we need to give back. In the book's final pages,
Outwater suggests methods to give back and also notes improvements.
Although she writes summarily here, the solutions are not her book's
focus. Instead, Outwater shows the reader the many avenues North
American water took to arrive at this troubled state.
JenniferLee

KENNETH R. WRIGHT, ED., WATER RIGHTS OF THE EASTERN UNITED
STATES, American Water Works Association, Denver, Colorado

(1998); 15 6 pp; $47.00; ISBN 0-89867-960-5, softcover.
Water Rights of the Eastern United States focuses on the thirty-one
Eastern states which base surface water allocation on the riparian
doctrine. Chapters One and Two explain the necessity of water rights;
the basic function of water law; and the government's role in water
rights as creator, enforcer, and regulator.
Under the riparian doctrine, water rights stem from land
ownership adjacent to a water body. The owner has reasonable use of
the water flowing past his land subject to other riparian owners' rights.
Chapter Three discusses the land continuity requirements and natural
flow and reasonable use principles which govern how much water a
landowner may use. This chapter examines various issues surrounding
the riparian doctrine and how states differ in its application and
definition. It also addresses riparian rights transferability and the
doctrines applicable to groundwater.
Based on assumptions of water surplus and increasing water
demand, many Eastern states have modified the common law riparian
system with a system of regulated riparian rights. Chapter Four
examines the structure and application of regulated riparian rights.
Under a system of regulated riparian rights, a user may not withdraw
water without a permit from the state. The chapter also examines
issues arising under the conflict of a regulated riparian system
application in the face of common law riparian rights.
States often try to address cooperatively transboundary water
problems through interstate compacts that do not completely
surrender control to the federal government. Chapter Five addresses
the general law governing interstate compacts and compares the
different patterns of Eastern and Western state compacts.
This
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chapter then explains the first interstate compact, the Delaware River
Basin Compact. It concludes with a discussion of the legal system of
the Great Lakes, including the Great Lakes River Basin Compact, a
model for most Eastern compacts.
Even in the East, where water is more plentiful than in the West,
conflicts arise from the allocation of water rights where water supply is
limited. Many methods exist to increase water supply availability in
Eastern states.
Chapter Six discusses several of these methods
including water storage, water rights, and water conservation. Chapter
Seven then addresses water rights engineering which plays a large role
in resolving water rights disputes.
Since the 1970s, the United States has seen a surge in federal
environmental law. Chapter Eight briefly examines the major laws
affecting water management including the Clean Water Act, the
National Environmental Policy Act, and the Endangered Species Act.
These federal laws are important since they overlay any state water law
scheme and may affect many water projects. Chapter Nine concludes
with an alphabetical table providing a general summary of the water
rights in the thirty-one Eastern states.
Water Rights of the Eastern United States provides an excellent
overview of the major concepts related to water law principles as
applied in the Eastern United States and provides a general
understanding of these major principles, including how they apply in
specific situations.
Shana Smilovits

DAVID H. GETCHES, WATER LAW IN A NUTSHELL, West Publishing Co.,

St. Paul, Minnesota (1997); 4 5 6pp; $23.75; ISBN 0-314-21157-8,
paperback.
Water Law in a Nutshell addresses the fundamentals of water law in a
manner useful to both students and lawyers. In its third edition, Water
Law in a Nutshell captures the latest developments in the rapidly
growing field of water law. It not only focuses on water issues in the
Western United States, but also explores the conflicts and shortages in
the East. This book examines the pressures on state laws to
accommodate diverse and expanding water uses; the weighing of
public interest issues; and environmental considerations in water
decisions by courts, agencies, and legislatures.
Chapter One provides an overview and introduction to water law.
The chapter focuses on the study of water law and discusses water's
unique diversity and importance, priming its reader for discussions of
water allocation legal systems.
Chapter Two explains the riparian rights system, beginning with
the doctrine's historical roots in England and France. The chapter
continues the historical overview with discussions of early development

